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Now fully remastered with new graphics & lighting! Also includes full support for both HTC Vive and Oculus Rift!

Solve puzzles to find your way 5d3b920ae0
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the rabbit hole remastered

I got stuck in a corner and couldn't get out. The hands don't move either so it's a pain figuring out how to move or manipulate
things. but apparently with the Rift you have to hold down the teleport button. I hate teleporting in VR games. now I have to use
to it pick things up.. Akward movement system, cant move around freely, Controls are mapped in a very strange way. Cant grab
objects as you usually can in vr.. This game is not constructed coherently. You need cake and small potion, but if you use it up,
you can't get any more. I tried to redo the puzzle where I got more small potion, but it kicked out half way into the table so I
couldn't pick it up, and that was the end of that. No more potion, but you obviously need it to complete the game. Life's too
short for buggy crap. Avoid.. Akward movement system, cant move around freely, Controls are mapped in a very strange way.
Cant grab objects as you usually can in vr.. This game is not constructed coherently. You need cake and small potion, but if you
use it up, you can't get any more. I tried to redo the puzzle where I got more small potion, but it kicked out half way into the
table so I couldn't pick it up, and that was the end of that. No more potion, but you obviously need it to complete the game.
Life's too short for buggy crap. Avoid.. Ever since I've heard of VR I wondered what would it be like to play an escape the room
on it. I don't have to wonder anymore and the game is simply amazing! The art is fantastic and the puzzles are great.. Ever since
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I've heard of VR I wondered what would it be like to play an escape the room on it. I don't have to wonder anymore and the
game is simply amazing! The art is fantastic and the puzzles are great.
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